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BY
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1. The Dirichlet integral has been used by many writers to derive results

in the theory of surfaces, and a number of these results are of fundamental

importance. However, this theory is still far from satisfactory in certain re-

spects: certainly if anything of the nature of compactness is to be obtained,

the fundamental notions require considerable revision, for the Fréchet defini-

tion of a surface and of convergence cannot lead to this. On the other hand

the work of Morrey shows how much the analytical character of a surface

can be simplified by the simple operation of removing closed subsurfaces, an

operation which does not fit naturally into the Fréchet scheme. The main

object of this note is to study the effect of a similar operation, that of smooth-

ing down approximately closed portions of surfaces, on the convergence of

sequences of surfaces. In this work, the Dirichlet integral is again the prin-

cipal tool of investigation. The proofs of our main results also make essential

use of the notion of "intrinsic" area, recently introduced [ll](x).

Part of the paper deals with theorems of McShane and Morrey [5, 6],

concerning equi-continuity and quasi-conformality : these are familiar enough,

but we require certain minor extensions and corollaries. Our treatment of

these partly follows an account of Morrey's results given by Cesari [3].

I. Existence of a certain grating

2. A surface S defined parametrically on the unit square R of the plane of

w = u+iv by means of a continuous vector function x=/(w) will be termed a

Dirichlet surface (TV), and its parametric representation a Dirichlet repre-

sentation (TV), if

(2.1) (i) / is absolutely continuous on almost all parallels to the axes of u

and v ;

(ii) ffK2-*{ifu)2 + if)2}dudv<N.
The left-hand side of (2.1) (i) will be termed the Dirichlet integral of/ in R.

We denote further, for O^t^l, by R'it) and R"it) the two rectangles con-

sisting of the points (m, v) of R for which «gi and v^t respectively; and we

define the "partial Dirichlet integral"

lit) =  f f       2~\fv)2dudv +  f f        2-\fu)2dudv,
J  J Ä'(i) J   J B"(l)
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as a function of/, which increases for 0 ^ t ^ 1 from 0 to 7(1) <N. Wedenote by

Tf the set of t such that/(w, v) is absolutely continuous on the line u = t and

on the line v = t; by (2.1) (i), the set Tf comprises almost all t of the interval

(2.2) In any interval t'^t^t" in which lit) has an incrementary ratio

[Iit")-lit')]/(t"-t')^2-1a2, there is a value t = c of T¡ such that, for

O^uo^Uo+h^l and O^»oá»o+Aál, we have

/i uo+h *% vo+h

| fuiu, c)\du ^ ah112    and        (ii)       I \ fvic,v)\ dv ^ a-h1'2.

Proof. We have

t"

f
— f     git)dt ^ a2 where git) -   f    [/„(«, /)]2¿w +  f    [/,(<, fl)]2^.

—   t   J t' J 0 "^ 0

Therefore there is a value / = c of 7"/ between t' and ¿" for which gic)^a2.

With this value of c, the left-hand side of (i) is, by Schwarz's inequality, at

most

Uutt+h \      1/2
[fiu, c)]2du\       ^ fa'2- {g(c)}1'2 g A1'2-«.

Similarly we prove (ii).

3. The representation x =/(w) will be said to possess a semi-elongated

(«, ô)-grating, if there exist a finite number of parallels to the coordinate

axes, which subdivide R into rectangles whose sides lie between S and 25,

such that when w describes any segment of length less than 5 situated on the

portion interior to R of any one of these parallels, the length of the corre-

sponding arc of curve described by fiw) is less than e.

(3.1) There exists a positive number r¡ depending only on the positive num-

bers N, e with the following property : if x =/(w) is any Dirichlet representation

iN), then there is a number ô subject to r¡ <6<e, such that x=fiw) possesses a

semi-elongated (e, 8)-grating.

Proof. Suppose this false for the given value of e, and choose

î?n = l/(3« + 2): then there would exist, for each n, a surface with a Dirichlet

representation (iV) of the form x=/„(w) which possesses no semi-elongated

(e, ô)-grating such that r¡n <5 <e. We shall show that this leads to a contradic-

tion.

For this purpose, we select from the /„(w) an infinity of functions fiw)

such that the corresponding partial Dirichlet integrals lit) tend to a limit-

function. This is possible since the functions lit) are increasing, and we ob-

serve that the limit-function iit) itself increases for O^t^l from iiO)=Q to

iil)^N.
We denote by £ a finite set of / such that the sum of the "jumps" iit-\-0)
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—iit — 0) for all t outside E is less than (e/4)2. Since i it) is a sum of jumps

together with a continuous increasing function, there is an integer n' such that

(3.2) Ht") - i(0 < ie/4)2

for every closed interval t'^t^t" of length less than y\n' containing no point

of E. We may suppose further, by increasing the value of n' if necessary,

that rjn' <«/2, and that if we divide the unit interval of / into 3»' + 2 meshes

of equal length r¡n< no such mesh contains more than one point of E.

In every third mesh of such a subdivision (in increasing order of the

meshes), we can determine an interval t'¡tt&t" of length r¡„>/4 containing

no point of E. In each of the n' intervals t'^l^t" so obtained, we may now

apply (3.2), and we deduce that, for an infinity of our functions lit),

(3.3) /(/") - lit') < (e/4)2.

Among the functions lit) satisfying (3.3) simultaneously for the«' intervals

t'^t^t" concerned, we may choose one which corresponds to an/(w) of the

form/„(w) where n^n'; writing S = 2rj„-, we then have r¡ni <5<e and a fortiori

?7n<5<e.

This function lit) has on each of the n' intervals t' ^t^t" to which Í3.3)

applies an incrementary ratio less than 2_1e2/5; hence by (2.2), we can deter-

mine in each of these intervals a value t = c such that the arcs of curve de-

scribed by/(w, c) and by/(c, v), as u or v describe a segment of length 5, are of

length less than e.

Since the differences of consecutive values of c in increasing order clearly

lie between 6 and 25, the representation x=/(w) possesses a semi-elongated

(e, S)-grating, defined by the «' pairs of lines u — c and v = c.

Since 77„<ô<€, this contradicts the definition of the function/(w) =/„(w),

and so completes the proof.

II. Equi-continuity

4. By the oscillation Osc (/; W) of a vector function fiw) on a set W,

we shall mean the diameter of the set of values fiW).

In the sequel, we shall repeatedly deal with sequences of functions fiw)

which satisfy the following condition of smoothness:

(4.1) Given e>0, there exist 5>0 and wo>0 depending on t only, so that the

inequalities n^no, Osc (/„; W')=Éi and Osc (/„; W")^e together imply

Osc (/„; W) ^8, in one or both the following situations:

(i) Whenever W is an arc in R whose extremities lie on the perimeter of R,

and W, W" are the two arcs of the perimeter of R which are separated by the

extremities of W;

(ii) Whenever W is a simple closed curve in R and W', W" are the parts of

R respectively interior and exterior to W.

We observe that the conditions of smoothness (4.1) (i) and (4.1) (ii)—by
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which we mean the validity of (4.1) subject to (i), and its validity subject to

(ii)—are independent of the representations selected for a sequence of con-

tinuous surfaces:

(4.2) Suppose that, for each n, the surface given by x=f„iw) has the further

representation x=g„(w). Then if the sequence of functions fiw) satisfies either

of the conditions of smoothness, so does the sequence of the functions g„(w).

Proof. Denoting by <£„(w) a function which defines a homeomorphism of R,

the function fn[<t>niw)], which may clearly be substituted for/„(w) without

affecting the validity of either condition of smoothness, can be made to differ

by as little as we please from the function gniw).

5. We say that a sequence of functions fniw) satisfies on a set E a three-

point condition, if E contains for each n three points an, bn, c„ whose mutual

distance exceed some fixed 5>0, such that the three values/„(a„), f„ibn),

/„(c„) tend to three distinct limits as n—> oo.

(5.1) Suppose that the vector equations x =/n(w) for w in R denote a sequence

of Dirichlet representations (iV) and that the functions fniw) satisfy a three-

point condition on the perimeter. Then these functions are equi-continuous

(i) on the perimeter, if they satisfy (4.1) (i) ;

(ii) in R, if they satisfy (4.1) (i) and (ii).
Proof, (i) For the e in (4.1) (i) choose a sufficiently small number e'>0

and use the three-point condition: then there exist 5', n' so that if n>n'

the relation Osc (/„; W) <5' implies Osc (/„; W') <e' whenever W is an arc in

R of length less than 5' joining two points of the perimeter, and W' is the

smaller arc of the perimeter with the same extremities as  W.

Choosing the number 5'/6 for the « of (3.1), we determine a corresponding

7]. For each n>n' the representation x=/n(w) then possesses a semi-elongated

(e, 5)-grating, where ?j<5<e = 5'/6: this grating divides the perimeter of R

into arcs W of length greater than r¡, such that Osc (/„; W) <«', since the

extremities of each W can be joined on the grating by an arc W oí length less

than 65 for which Osc (f„; W) <6e = 5'.
For »siw' we can choose a number y<y such that the perimeter can be

divided into equal arcs of length y, on which the oscillation of each of the

functions/„, where »sí»', is less than e'.

Clearly, whenever a, ß are points of the perimeter distant less than y,

we now have for all « without exception:  |/„(/3)— fi<x)\ <2e', which proves

(i).
(ii). Similarly, from (4.1) (ii) and the three-point condition, whenever W'

is a sufficiently small rectangle in R and W is its perimeter, relations of the

form »>»' and Osc if; W) <5' imply Osc (/„; W) <«'. Moreover, by (3.1)

and what has been proved in (i), there is an 17>0, and for each »>«' a semi-

elongated («, 5)-grating where 77 <5 <e and where e is sufficiently small, which

divides i?into rectangles W on whose perimeters Wwe have Osc (/„; W) <5';

from this we derive Osc (/„; W') <«', and the argument proceeds as before.
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By very slight alterations of this proof, we could substitute in (ii) a

three-point condition in R for the three-point condition on the perimeter of R.

Similarly, from (4.1) (ii) alone without three-point condition and without

(4.1) (i), we could prove the/„ equi-continuous in any square R' in the interior

of R such that Limn inf Osc(/n; R-R')>0.

III. Special cases: Theorems of McShane and Morrey

6. The surface x =/(w) will be said to have a split boundary-curve, if there

exist on the perimeter of R two complementary arcs W, W", on neither of

which/ has oscillation zero, whose extremities w', w" are situated on a con-

tinuum of constancy of/.

The surface x =/(w) will be said to have a closed subsurface, different from

itself, if there exist a subdomain i? of i? on whose boundary / is constant,

such that neither of the quantities Osc (/; D), Osc (/; R — D) vanishes. The

closed subsurface in question is then defined by the vector equation x=g(w),

where g is the function coinciding with/ in D and on the boundary of D, and

which is constant in R — D.

A surface which has neither a split boundary-curve nor a closed sub-

surface will be termed a basic surface (the term is substantially Whyburn's).

We observe that a surface with a topological representation on R, or as we

shall say a nondegenerate surface, is always a basic surface.

Finally we say that a sequence of surfaces has an asymptotic split

boundary-curve C, if a subsequence Sn of the surfaces has boundary-curves

C„ with the Fréchet limit C such that the following situation arises: some

double point of C divides it into two closed subcurves (neither of which re-

duces to a point) which are expressible as Fréchet limits of two corresponding

closed curves C„', Cr" on S„, where C„ , C„" consist respectively of two

complementary arcs of C„ together with a same arc K„ whose diameter tends

toO.

We shall prove the following results:

(6.1) In order that the condition of smoothness (4.1) (i) be satisfied by a

sequence of surfaces whose boundary-curves converge in the Fréchet sense, it is

necessary and sufficient that there be no asymptotic split boundary curve. (The

condition is thus in particular satisfied if the boundary-curves of the surfaces

tend to a simple closed curve, or again, to a point.)

(6.2) In order that the conditions of smoothness (4.1) (i) and/or (ii) be satis-

fied by a sequence of surfaces which tend in the Fréchet sense to a surface S, it is

necessary and sufficient that S have no split boundary-curve and/or no closed sub-

surface (different from itself).

The following theorems of McShane and Morrey, which we give in a

slightly extended form, are immediate corollaries of (6.1) and (6.2) in view of

(5.1).
(6.3) Suppose that the sequence of surfaces Sn have no asymptotic Split
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boundary-curve and that their boundary-curves converge. (This is in particular

the case if their boundary-curves converge to a simple closed curve.) Suppose

further that the surfaces have Dirichlet representations (iV) of the form x=f„iw)

on R which satisfy the three-point condition on the perimeter. Then the func-

tions fniw) are equi-continuous on the perimeter of R [5, p. 721, Lemma 2].

(6.4) Suppose that a basic surface S is the limit of a sequence of surfaces,

which possess Dirichlet representations (iV) of the form x=/„(w) on R satisfying

a three-point condition on the perimeter of R (or, indeed, on R itself). Then the

functions f are equi-continuous in R ([6, p. 699, Theorem I]; see also [3, p.

64, Theorem I]).

7. Preliminary reductions. Since a topological transformation of the

perimeter of R can always be completed to a topological transformation of R,

we may suppose in (6.1) that the sequence of surfaces is given by the equa-

tions x =fiw), where the functions/„(w) converge uniformly on the perimeter

of R. We may suppose similarly in (6.2) that our surfaces have the form

x=fniw), where the/„ converge uniformly in R. We remark further that:

(7.1) If (4.1) (i) or (ii) is satisfied by a sequence of functions fiw), it is

satisfied also by any sequence of functions g„iw) such that the difference f — gn

tend uniformly to 0.

From these facts it follows easily, by taking in (6.2) a sequence of repeti-

tions for our gn, while in the case of (6.1) we define g„ so as to make the dif-

ference fn — gn harmonic in R with the boundary values/« — lim fn, that it is

enough to establish (6.2) in the case in which we have a sequence of repeti-

tions of a single surface, and (6.1) in the case in which the given surfaces

have a fixed boundary-curve.

We shall see that in the case of a sequence of functions fniw) defined in R

which coincide on the perimeter of R with a continuous function fiw), the

condition (4.1) (i) is equivalent to the following condition:

(7.2) The relations: fw') =/(w"), Osc (/; W')^0, Osc (/; W")^0, together

imply: Lim inf„ Osc (/„; Wn)^0, whenever the two points w', w" are common

extremities, of two complementary arcs W', W" on the perimeter of R, and also

of each of the arcs Wn in R.

Again, in the case of a sequence of functions/„(w) consisting of repetitions

of a same function/(w) continuous in R, we shall see that (4.1) (i) and (4.1)

(ii) are equivalent, respectively, to the conditions (7.3) (i) and (7.3) (ii)

which follow:

(7.3) If W is a subcontinuum of R, the relations: Osc (/; W')¿¿0,

Osc (/; W'^y^O together imply Osc (/; W)^0, whenever

(i) W, W" are subsets of the perimeter of R which are separated on this

perimeter by points of W;

(ii)  W, W" are subsets of R which are separated in the plane by W.

8. Proof of (6.1). In this proof we also establish:

(8.1)  In the case in which the functions fn(w) defined in R coincide on the
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perimeter of R with a continuous fiw), (4.1) (i) and (7.2) are equivalent.

Suppose (4.1) (i) satisfied, and also the first three relations in (7.2): then,

by choosing e less than the numbers Osc (/; W), Osc (/, W"), we infer that

Osc (/„; Wn) ïïô for all large », so that (7.2) holds, and this clearly excludes

the existence of an asymptotic split boundary-curve.

Conversely, suppose (4.1) (i) not satisfied for a certain e: then there is a

sequence Wn of arcs in R with extremities w„', w„" on the perimeter, such

that, for all large » of a certain subsequence, in which Osc (/„; Wn)—»0, we

have: Osc (/; W¿)^t, Osc (/; WV) ^e, where Wli, W„" are the two arcs into

which Wn , Wn' divide the perimeter of R. Moreover we may suppose that these

two points tend to limits w', w". By continuity of/ we may prolong Wn to

have the extremities w', w" and modify correspondingly the complementary

arcs Wn, Wñ' which now become W', W" independent of », without affect-

ing the above relations, except that e/2 now replaces e. This implies that (7.2)

cannot hold, and that there is an asymptotic split boundary-curve.

This completes the proof.

9. Proof of (6.2). We shall follow a simplified form of the argument of

Cesari [3, p. 64, Theorem l]. It is enough to prove:

(9.1) In the case in which the functions f are repetitions of a same continu-

ous function f, (4.1) (i) and (ii) are respectively equivalent to (7.3) (i) and (ii).

To establish this equivalence, we first recall the following well known facts :

(9.2) If for a sequence subcontinua Wn of R there is a point wn of Wn which

tends to a limit as n—> °°, then the W„ have a continuum of accumulation W,

possibly reducing to a point. For a continuous fiw) we then have Lim„ Osc (/; Wn)

= 0if and only if Osc (/; W) = 0. Finally, if the interiors of two fixed circles are

separated by each Wn, they are separated by W.

Of these statements, the first is a special case of Theorem (9.1), p. 14, of

Whyburn's book Analytic topology, except that we use the terminology of

Zoretti (to whom Whyburn refers at the end of the chapter). The second

statement is obvious. Finally, if the third statement were false, we could

join the circles by a polygon L not meeting W, but meeting, for each », Wn

in a point a„; both L and W would contain a limit point a of the points a„,

which is impossible since L does not meet W.

We can now pass on to the proof of (9.1).

Suppose that (4.1) (i) does not hold. By (8.1) neither does (7.2); hence

there exist arcs Wn in R for which Limn Osc (/; Wn) =0 whose extremities w'

and w" are fixed points of the perimeter of R with the following properties:

at w' and w" the function / takes a same value k; and at two points w = a,

w = b separated by w', w", on the perimeter, we have fiw)7£k. Let W be the

continuum of accumulation of the Wn- By (9.2), fiw)=k throughout W

since W contains w' (and w") : this implies that a, b do not lie on W and if

we denote by W' and W" the open arcs of the perimeter complementary to

W, which contain a and b respectively, we find that (7.3) (i) does not hold.
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Conversely, if (7.3) (i) is not satisfied, then two points w', w" of the

perimeter are situated on a continuum W in R on which / takes a constant

value k, and these two points separate two further points w = a and w = b of

the perimeter, at which fiw) differs from k by at least 2e>0. We can join w',

w" in R by a polygon whose vertices lie on IF and whose sides are arbitrarily

small. Since the oscillation of / on such a polygon is as small as we please (in

view of the fact that / is constant at the vertices), it follows easily that

(4.1) (i) cannot hold.

Again, suppose that (4.1) (ii) does not hold. Then for a certain e>0,

there exist for each »: a simple closed curve Wn in R, a point wn of Wn and

two points Wn , wñ ' of R separated in the plane by Wn, such that

Osc if; Wn) < 1/n,    | fwn') - /(«,,) | ^ e/2   and | fwn") - fwn) | ^ e/2.

We may suppose further, by restricting ourselves to a subsequence, that

wn, i»,', wñ' tend to limits c, c', c". Consider two circular discs with centres

at c', c", in which/ has oscillation less than e/4; neither disc can contain a

point of Wn for large », since otherwise e/2 < e/4+Osc (/; Wn) <e/4+l/«.

Hence the discs are separated by Wn for all large », and therefore by the

continuum of accumulation W of the Wn in view of (9.2). Furthermore by

(9.2),/ has on W the constant value/(c) which differs (by at least e/2) from

both fie') and fie"). Hence taking W', W" to be the open segments joining

c', c" respectively to the nearest points of W, we find that (7.3) (ii) is not

satisfied.

Finally, if (7.3) (ii) is not satisfied, there is a continuum 14^ in R, on which

/ takes a constant value k, which separates two points of R at which \f— k\

>2e. We cover W by a finite number of squares with sides parallel to the

axes, situated in R, in each of which the oscillation of / is less than a pre-

assigned 5>0. The boundary of this sum of squares is then a sum of polygons

separating our two points, and it contains a simple closed curve with the

same property. On this curve the oscillation of/ is less than 5, and its values

there all differ by at least 2e —5 from its values at the two given points

which are separated by the curve. This shows that (4.1) (ii) cannot hold.

Both the equivalences asserted are thus established.

IV. Morrey's theorem and one of its consequences

10. For a fixed surface, we shall term "minimal" a Dirichlet representation

x=/(w) for which the Dirichlet integral of fiw) is a minimum. We shall term

"quasi-conformal" a Dirichlet representation for which the Dirichlet integral

coincides with the classical area.

(10.1) A basic surface of finite Lebesgue-Frêchet area, whose boundary-curve

does not reduce to a point, has a quasi-conformal representation.

It is of importance to us that this statement of Morrey's theorem [6, p.

701, Theorem 2] is not restricted to surfaces situated in three-dimensional
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space—a remark which will enable us to derive the following corollary:

(10.2) The classical area of a Dirichlet surface coincides with the minimum,

whether attained or not, of its Dirichlet integral. In particular, a minimal

Dirichlet representation is quasi-conformal.

The corollary may also be expressed in the form: "A Dirichlet surface

whose classical area is less than N is a Dirichlet surface iN)."

To deduce this from (10.1), let x=/(w) be a Dirichlet representation of

the given surface, and suppose, by adding to the dimensionality of the under-

lying space if necessary, that there exist two coordinate axes at right angles to

one another and to those of a certain linear subspace containing the values of

fiw). We denote by g(w) the vector whose components along these two fresh

axes are the coordinates u, v of w, and whose remaining components vanish.

The nondegenerate Dirichlet surface 5e represented by x=/(w)-f e-g(w)

is a basic surface. A simple inequality of the type (a-|-è-r-c)1/2sia1/2-r-£>1/2-r-c1/2

shows that its classical area exceeds that of the original surface 5 at most by

the arbitrarily small amount: t-\-t112- JJr{ (/u)2+(/.)2} ll2dudv, where the

double integral converges with the Dirichlet integral of/. Hence by choice of

e, the Lebesgue-Fréchet area of St, which coincides with its classical area, is

less than N.

But (10.1) then implies that Se has a Dirichlet representation x = F(w)

such that the Dirichlet integral is less than TV, and this Dirichlet integral is

decreased by replacing by 0 the components of Fiw) along the two addi-

tional axes. To complete the deduction of (10.2) from (10.1), it is enough to

verify that this operation turns the representation x = Fiw) of Se into a cor-

responding Dirichlet representation of the original surface, that is, to pro-

duce a homeomorphism <piw) of R for which the relevant projection of F[<biw) ]

differs arbitrarily little from fiw) : we do so by observing that the difference

in question is less than that of the functions F[<piw)] and fiw)-\-t-giw), which

is as small as we please since Fiw) defines a representation of St.

It should be noted that the above establishes (10.2) for polyhedra from

the corresponding special case of (10.1), which reduces to a classical result of

Schwarz (see [7, p. 16]).

11. As regards (10.1) itself, the following arrangement of the argument,

beginning with a few lemmas, seems to us to bring out most clearly the

essential simplicity of the version of Morrey's proof, based on (6.4), which is

given by Cesari ([3, p. 83, Theorem II] which the reader will have no diffi-

culty in identifying with our (10.1), in spite of an unfortunate misprint) :

(11.1) The uniform limit of a Dirichlet representation iN) of a surface Sn

is a Dirichlet representation of the surface lim Sn for which the Dirichlet integral

does not exceed the corresponding lower limit of Dirichlet integrals.

This is proved, for instance, by McShane [5, pp. 719-721, Lemma l].

(11.2) If x=fiw) is a Dirichlet representation, and <¡>iw) defines a Lip-

schitzian, or again a conformai, transformation of R into itself, or part of itself,
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then x =f[<piw) ] is a Dirichlet representation of the same or of a different surface,

and the partial derivatives of f[<f>iw)] are given, almost everywhere in R, by the

usual formulae for composite derivation.

The first part is elementary when / is Lipschitzian, and the general case

follows at once by (11.1) if we approximate to/ by a Lipschitizian function

with a bounded Dirichlet integral. The second part follows from the fact that

partial derivatives are almost everywhere the coefficients of an approximate

differential [9, p. 300, Theorem 12.2].

(11.3) A minimal Dirichlet representation of a polyhedron is quasi-con-

formal.

To avoid appealing to the classical result of Schwarz, Cesari [3, pp. 77-83]

gives a variational proof which, apart from the implicit use of (11.2) is purely

elementary. This proof makes no essential use of the assumption of an under-

lying three-dimensional space.

We now come to the main part of Cesari's proof. In what follows, the

three-point condition can be dealt with trivially, on account of (11.2), by

means of a conformai transformation of R into itself, the boundary-curve of

each of the surfaces concerned being assumed not to reduce to a point.

This being so we deduce easily from (6.4) and (11.1) that:

(11.4) A basic Dirichlet surface, whose boundary-curve does not reduce to a

point, possesses a minimal Dirichlet representation.

In particular, by (11.3), this establishes (10.1) and so (10.2), in the case

of a polyhedron. Now a surface 5 of finite Lebesgue-Fréchet area A is the limit

of a polyhedron Sn of area less than A +e, and by what has just been proved,

Sn has a Dirichlet representation x =/n(w) for which the Dirichlet integral is

less than A+2e. In the case of a basic Dirichlet surface, whose boundary-

curve does not reduce to a point, it now follows easily from (6.4) and (11.1)

that 5 has a Dirichlet representation for which the Dirichlet integral is at

most A-\-2e. Since the Dirichlet integral is clearly never less than A, we deduce

that for the minimal Dirichlet representation in (11.4), the Dirichlet integral

equals A, that is, this representation is quasi-conformal.

This completes the proof of (10.1).

V. Lemmas based on harmonic interpolation

12. We shall have occasion, several times, to use the following result:

(12.1) If x=/(w) is a Dirichlet representation iN), and D denotes a simply-

connected subdomain of R on each of whose prime ends fiw) is constant, then a

further Dirichlet representation (TV), of the same or of a different surface, is de-

fined by the vector equation x=/*(w), where /*(w) is the continuous function in

R which is harmonic in D and which coincides with fiw) outside D.

The function/*(w) will be termed in D the harmonic interpolation of fiw) ;

its existence is proved, for instance, in [ll, between (7.3) and (7.4)]. In order

to prove (12.1), it is sufficient to show that:
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(12.2)  The Dirichlet integral is not increased by harmonic interpolation.

This is proved for instance by McShane (0» the minimizing property of

the harmonic function, Bull. Amer. Math. Soc. vol. 40 (1934) p. 594, Theorem

1).

13. As a first application of harmonic interpolation, we prove:

(13.1) Let x=/(w) define a surface of finite Lebesgue-Fréchet area A, which

does not possess a split boundary-curve. Then there exists a basic Dirichlet surface

x = giw) of Lebesgue-Fréchet area not greater than A, such that giw) =/(w) except

in a sum of simply-connected disjoint domains interior to R in each of which

giw) is constant.

We first prove that the Lebesgue-Fréchet area is not increased when we

pass from a surface x=/(w) to a surface x = g(w), where giw) coincides with

fiw) except in a sum of simply-connected disjoint subdomains D in each of

which giw) is constant. For this purpose, we express the surface x=/(w) as

the limit of polyhedra whose areas tend to its Lebesgue-Fréchet area A. We

denote by x =/„(w) a Dirichlet representation of one of these polyhedra,

whose area is less than A + 1/w and whose distance from x =fiw) is less than

1/». By (10.2) we can choose the representation x =/„(w) so that the Dirichlet

integral of/„ is less than A +1/».

Denoting by <b„iw) a homeomorphism of R such that \fn[<t>niw)]—fiw)\

<1/», we cover the boundary of the open set consisting of the sum of the

domains <pniD) by a finite number of squares, with sides parallel to the axes,

in each of which the oscillation of the function/„(w) is less than 1/». If we

remove these squares from the open set y^.4>JD) there will remain a finite

number of polygonal domains G. It is easy to see that each G is interior to one

of the domains 4>niD) and hence that it is simply-connected.

We now define a function g„iw) equal to/„(w) outside the domains G and

to its harmonic interpolation in each G. Clearly the Dirichlet integral of gn is

less than A-\-l/n, and therefore the area of the surface x = gn(w) is less than

A + l/n.

Furthermore we find that | g„[<£„(w)] — giw) \ <2/n. Making »—>oo, this

shows that the surface x = g(w) is the limit of the surface x = g„(w) of area less

than A +1/», so that by lower-semicontinuity of the Lebesgue-Fréchet area,

the surface x = g(w) has Lebesgue-Fréchet area not exceeding A, as asserted

above.

14. We are now in a position to establish (13.1). We may clearly suppose

that the boundary-curve of the given surface x=/(w) does not reduce to a

point. This being so, we associate with each point w of R a maximal sub-

domain of R containing w and on whose boundary / is constant, whenever

the point w is separated from the perimeter of R by at least one continuum of

constancy.

We denote by giw) the function equal to fiw) outside every such a

maximal domain, and constant in the closures of such domains. By what has
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been proved, the surface x = g(w) has a finite Lebesgue-Fréchet area not

greater than A. To complete the proof of (13.1), it is thus sufficient, in view

of (10.1), to show that this surface is basic.

Suppose it is not. Then there exist at least two subdomains W, W" of

R, on neither of which g is constant, separated in R by a maximal subcon-

tinuum W of R on which g has a constant value c. We observe that/ = c at

every boundary point of the set W, and so throughout the continuum K

which bounds the infinite domain G complementary to W.

By its definition, the function g is thus constant in R — G, since/ is con-

stant on its boundary K. Hence G contains W and W" ; this implies that

W' and W" are separated in R by K on which f — c and that each of W', W"

has on its boundary an arc of the perimeter of R on which/^c. This is in-

compatible with (7.3) (i), and so contradicts our assumptions.

15. We pass on to an application which concerns the notion of area.

So far, in this note, we have used the Lebesgue-Fréchet area, which of

course agrees with the classical area as given by the usual double integral in-

the case of a Dirichlet representation. For this fact, which we have used with-

out special comment, reference may be made, for instance to [7, p. 13].

However, in the sequel, we shall make essential use of two quite different

notions: the Banach area, which depends on the representation, and the in-

trinsic area which depends only on the surface. These notions are defined in

[11].
The reader must be careful to distinguish these various interpretations of

area: Besicovitch [2] shows that there exists a surface homeomorphic with a

disc, which has finite Lebesgue-Frechet area, but infinite intrinsic and Banach

areas. This surface is a Dirichlet surface, in fact, by (10.1), it has a quasi-

conformal representation.

This example shows in particular that a Dirichlet surface (TV) may have

an intrinsic area greater than TV, and even infinite. We know [ll, (9.1)] that:

(15.1) The intrinsic area of a Dirichlet surface is never less than its classical

area.

To supplement this result, we now establish the following application of

(12.1), which goes some way towards remedying the state of affairs:

(15.2) Suppose that the vector equation x=fiw) is a Dirichlet representation

iN) of a surface S whose classical area is A. Then for any a > 0, where A-\-a<N,

there exists a surface S*, whose Banach area on the interior R" of R is less than

A -\-a, and which is given by a Dirichlet representation (TV) of the form x =/*(w)

subject to the following conditions:

The function f*iw) coincides with f(w) outside a sequence of rectangles

situated in the interior of R and of arbitrarily small total plane measure;

The sum of the areas (in any sense) of the pieces of S* which correspond

to these rectangles is less than a.

Moreover, if the boundary-curve of S has intrinsic area a < oo, the intrinsic
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area of S* is less than A -\-a-\-a.

In the proof, we shall make use of a lemma which is implicitly contained

in a proof of a theorem given by Saks [9, p. 301]:

(15.3) In order that a finite function fiw) which is measurable on a plane set

Q be almost everywhere on Q approximately derivable with respect to each of the

variables u and v (where w = u-\-iv), it is necessary and sufficient that almost

all points of Q be contained in the sum of a sequence of measurable sets Rn in

each of which f is Lipschitzian.

This is proved explicitly in [ll, (9.3)]: it will be observed that in the

case in which / is bounded in Q, the sets i?„ there constructed form an ex-

panding sequence.

Proof of (15.2). From this last remark, coupled with (15.3) itself, it fol-

lows from the hypotheses of (15.2) that there exists an open subset E of R°,

of arbitrarily small plane measure, such that/ is Lipschitzian in R° — E and

has a Dirichlet integral over E not exceeding a.

By (3.1) there exist everywhere dense sets of parallels to the axes in R

on which fiw) describes rectifiable curves. We can therefore express E as

the sum of a sequence of closed rectangles, with only boundary-points in

common, such that the boundary-curves described by fiw) on their perim-

eters are rectifiable. We denote by G the complementary domains situated

in these rectangles, of the whole sets consisting of the elements meeting these

perimeters. We define/* to be the function which coincides with/ outside the

domains G, and with the harmonic interpolation of/ in each of these domains.

On the domains G, the surface S* defined by the vector equation x =/*(w)

has a Banach area which agrees with the corresponding classical area, and

which therefore cannot exceed the Dirichlet integral of f* on ^2G, and a

fortiori that of/ on E. The Banach area of the part of S* on ^G is thus at

most a. The Banach area of the part of S* on E— "^¡G vanishes, since this

part of S* is situated on an enumerable number of rectifiable curves.

Thus by addition, the Banach area of S* on E is not greater than a.

On the other hand, on R° — E the functions/ and /* agree and are Lip-

schitzian: hence on R° — E the classical areas of S and 5* agree and [ll,

Theorem 4.3] coincide with the corresponding Banach areas. Thus the Banach

area of S* on R° — E is certainly less than A.

By addition, the Banach area of S* on R° is less than A -\-a.

Finally, if the boundary-curve of S, which coincides with that of S*, has

intrinsic area a < », it follows at once from the definitions^) of the Banach

multiplicity-functions and of the Morrey multiplicity-functions, which are

associated with S* as image of R, or again with its boundary-curve as image of

(2) We use the principle, worth noting for its own sake, that the Morrey multiplicity func-

tion corresponding to the sum of two sets Ei+Ei of the parameter domain cannot exceed the

sum of the Morrey multiplicity function corresponding to Ei and the Banach multiplicity cor-

responding to Ei.
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the perimeter of R, that the intrinsic area of S* on R is less than A -\-a-\-a.

This completes the proof.

VI. Some consequences of "a lemma in the theory of surfaces"

16. We make use of the following generalization [ll, Theorem 8.2] of "a

lemma in the theory of surfaces"  [10]:

(16.1) There is an absolute constant K such that any surface S of finite

intrinsic area A whose boundary lies in a sphere of radius a can be so modified

as to lie in a sphere of radius b = a- exp iK/t), the modification being made by

replacing its parametric representation fiw) by its harmonic interpolation in a

finite number of simply-connected subdomains of the fundamental rectangle R,

in such a manner that the total area of these harmonic portions of the new surface

is less than e • A and that their boundaries lie on a finite number of rectifiable

curves situated on S.

The final assertion is not made in the result quoted, but is clearly estab-

lished in the proof. It implies that the intrinsic area of the part of the surface

S, or of its modification, which corresponds to elements meeting the bound-

aries of the subdomains in question is zero. The reader should note that an

alteration oí fiw) in a subdomain G affects the surface in two ways: by shift-

ing points of the surface which correspond to points of G and by altering the

structure of elements (continua of constancy of/) which may protrude out-

side G.

17. The lemmas on which our main theorems will be based will be de-

rived from (16.1) and (3.1). We shall be concerned with functions/(w) such

that:

(i) The equation x=/(w) defines a Dirichlet representation (TV);

(ii) The surface so represented has finite intrinsic area A if) ;

(iii) On the perimeter of R we have |/(w') —fiw") | <w(p), w(p) a certain

fixed function of the distance p of the points w', w", and w(p)—»0 as p—K).

The validity of (iii) is equivalent to equi-continuity on the perimeter, but

the explicit function cd = co(p) will appear in our statements.

18. We begin with the following result:

(18.1) Given e>0, there is a number 5 and a finite sequence of disjoint simply-

connected subdomains G of R associated with f, such that :

(i)  r\ < 5 <e, where r¡ = r¡iN, co) > 0 is independent off;

(ii)   The diameter of each G is less than 5 ;

(iii) f is constant on each prime end of G;

moreover, denoting by f* the function equal to f in R— z_,G and to the harmonic

interpolation of f in each G, by Y the sum of elements in R for the surface

x=f*iw) (that is, the sum of those continua of constancy of/*) which meet

y*,G, and by y the sum of those which meet the boundaries of the G:

(iv) Osc (J*, a) <e on any segment s in R of length less than 5:

(v) the part of the surface x=/*(w) represented on Y has intrinsic area less
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than e-Aij) (so that in particular the intrinsic area of the surface x=/*(w) on

R is less than (l+e)-^(/));

(vi) The set fiy), which coincides with /*(y), lies on a finite number of

rectifiable curves.

Proof. Since the function co(p) of the preceding paragraph (the modulus of

continuity on the perimeter) is fixed, we can use (3.1) to determine for each

positive a an r\ >0 independent of/, and at the same time for each/ a semi-

elongated grating which divides R into rectangles Rk whose sides lie between

5/4 and 5/2, where ?7<5<a, so that the oscillation of/ on the perimeter of

each Rk is less than a.

We shall choose a = (e/16)exp i — K/t) and we apply (16.1) with ¿> = e/16

and with Rk in place of R.

In each Rk we modify the function/ by harmonic interpolation in a finite

number of disjoint simply-connected subdomains G. The modified function,

which we denote by/*(w), is by addition defined throughout R.

The first three assertions of (18.1) are clearly satisfied: (i), because «<e;

(ii), because each G lies in an Rk of side less than 5/2; and (iii), as this is

implied by our definition of harmonic interpolation.

Moreover (iv) is satisfied, because by (16.1) the oscillation of/* in each

Rk is less than 2b = e/8, and because those Rk which meet a same 1/4 of s must

have a common point since this 1/4 can only penetrate into at most two

adjacent strips of the grating parallel to an axis.

Again, if we denote by Ak the intrinsic area of the portion of surface de-

fined by x=/(w) on Rk, and by Yk, 7* the sums of those elements in Rk for the

modified portion of surface x=/*(w), which meet the sum of the G in Rk, or

which meet their boundaries, respectively, then (16. 1) implies that the intrinsic

area of the part of the surface x =/*(w) on Y k is not greater than e • A k and that

the setfiyk), which coincides with/*(Y,fc), lies on a finite number of rectifiable

curves. The assertions (v) and (vi) follow at once by addition, if we observe

that the elements of the two surfaces x=/(w) and x=/*(w) which meet the

grating correspond to values of x situated on a finite number of rectifiable

curves, and so contribute nothing to the intrinsic area.

19. The operation of modifying/ in (18.1) will be denoted by H(t) so

that we shall write the resulting function /*= H(e) •/. Similarly, when/ has

undergone a first operation 77(ei), we may subject the resulting function to a

second operation H(e2), since the function iJ(ei) •/ satisfies the same condi-

tions: (i), (ii), (iii) of §17, as the function/, the intrinsic area A (i/(ei) ■/)

being less than (1 + ej) -Aif).

Given positive numbers ei, e2, ■ • • , we write for the left-hand product of

the m first modifications:

,(w) =  { IT Siek)\ ■/ = Hiem).HieOf =  j   II    k<*)\
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In particular go(w) is the function fiw).

Further, when we use (18.1) to pass from gr_i to gr, instead of from/ to/*,

the relevant symbols r¡, 5, G will be affected by a suffix r. Moreover we write

ET for the sum of all the (possibly overlapping) subdomains Gk of the various

stages for which k Sir; we note that gr need not be harmonic in the (possibly

multiply-connected) constituent regions of Er.

However :

(19.1) The function griw) is "piecewise harmonic" in Er, by which we mean

that Er is the sum of an open set 0r in each of whose constituent regions the

function is harmonic, together with the set Er — 0T in which the values of the

function are situated on a finite number of rectifiable curves. We easily verify

this state of affairs, as a consequence of (18.1) (vi).

Moreover, denoting by Wr the whole set obtained by adding to ET those

elements in R for the surface x=/(w) which meet the boundary of Er (or,

what amounts to the same since fiw) =gTiw) outside Er, the corresponding

elements for the surface x = gr(w), so that Wr is a whole set for both surfaces),

we see similarly that the set fiWT — Er) which coincides with griWr — Er) is

situated on a finite number of rectifiable curves.

These remarks joined to (18.1) (v) imply:

(19.2) The classical area on Er and the intrinsic area on Wr coincide for the

surface x=gr(w), and do not exceed the value

;{n (. + «>}-.].*
Again, (18.1) (iv) implies that Ose (gr, s) <er for a segment 5 of length

less than 5r. However the oscillation of a subsequent gm, where m>r, on the

segment 5 may of course be greater than this. We shall prove that:

(19.3) If m^r and the segment s has length less than 5r, then

Osc igm, s) < er + ^2 2-H < 2-  "22 €k.

It is clearly enough to prove that, for k>r,

(19.4) Osc igt, s) sí Osc (gk-i, s)+2ek.

To see this we may clearly suppose 5 to have length not less than 5*, so

that its ends lie in different subdomains Gk or else one at least of them is

a point at which the functions gk and gk-i coincide. In either case, s contains

two points at which these functions agree, at a distance less than 5* from

the two ends (the two points may possibly coincide, or one or both may be

ends). It follows at once that the right-hand side of (19.4) is not less than the

difference of the values of gk at the two ends of s. Applying this result to sub-

segments of s, we derive (19.4) at once, and so establish (19.3).

20. Consider now the case of an enumerable set of functions/=/n subject

to the conditions (i), (ii), (iii) of §17. We choose the numbers er>0 so that
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U(l+er) <l-f-e, where e is a preassigned positive number. This implies that

Xr — 2- f.tk—»0    as   r—* <x>.
tir

To each of our functions/=/„, there now corresponds a sequence of modi-

fications gr = g„,r. We denote by/„ the function g„,„.

We see at once that the functions /„ are equi-continuous in R.

In fact, given a>0, we can choose an integer r and a positive number ß so

that a>Xr, ß<Vr, so as to ensure that for »Sir

(20.1) \fiw')—f„iw")<a when the points w', w" of R are distant less

than ß. But (20.1) then holds also for »>r on account of (19.3), since the

segment s which joins w', w" has length less than ß <r¡r which is less than the

number 5r associated with the function gn,r.

Combining this with results already established, we have:

(20.2) Suppose given an enumerable number of Dirichlet representations (TV)

x =/(w) of surfaces of finite intrinsic area A if), where the functions fiw) are

equi-continuous on the perimeter of R. Then given e>0, there exists for each f a

modification f=f{w), such that the functions f are equicontinuous in R, the

modification of each f consisting in altering f only in an open set E in whose

constituent regions f is piecewise harmonic (see (19.1) for the definition), in

such a manner that the total area of these piecewise harmonic portions of each of

the modified surfaces is less than e-A(f) and that their boundaries lie on a finite

number of rectifiable curves. Furthermore the new equations x =j\w) are them-

selves Dirichlet representations (TV) of surfaces of finite intrinsic area A(f)

<il+e)-Af).

VII. Quasi-compactness theorems

21. A set of surfaces will be termed "quasi-compact" if, given e>0, it

can be transformed into a compact set of surfaces by the following process:

certain portions of each surface, corresponding to open subdomains of

the parameter domain, are replaced by new portions whose total area is less

than e.

In this definition, the term "area" may be interpreted in various ways,

but we shall in fact suppose the new portions sufficiently smooth to ensure

that this makes no essential difference. We observe that the number of por-

tions affected may be finite or enumerable: we have not thought it worth

while to distinguish the two cases. Each portion corresponds to a constituent

region of an open set in the parameter domain, so that there may be enumer-

ably many such portions, and they need not be simply-connected.

22. As an immediate consequence of (20.2), we have firstly:

(22.1) A sequence of Dirichlet surfaces whose intrinsic areas are bounded

and whose boundary-curves tend to a closed curve which is no asymptotic split

boundary-curve, or in particular tend to a simple closed curve, is quasi-compact.
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The theorem remains valid if the limit of the boundary-curves reduces to

a point, but we shall exclude this case which can be dealt with by a simplified

form of our argument. This being so, the surfaces possess, by (15.1), (10.2),

(11.2), for any number TV which exceeds the upper bound of their intrinsic

areas, Dirichlet representations (TV) satisfying the three-point condition on

the perimeter of R. By (6.3) we have equi-continuity on the perimeter, and

our conclusion now follows from (20.2) since surfaces with equi-continuous

representations and convergent boundary-curves constitute a compact set.

23. It is remarkable that the theorem just proved remains valid when we

substitute in its statement classical areas for intrinsic areas. The result is

then, by (15.1), a greatly strengthened theorem which asserts that:

(23.1) A sequence of Dirichlet surfaces whose classical areas are bounded

and whose boundary-curves tend to a closed curve which is no asymptotic split

boundary-curve (§6) is quasi-compact.

Proof. Arguing as before, we see that the surfaces possess, for any number

TV which exceeds the upper bound of their classical areas, Dirichlet repre-

sentations (TV) of the form x=f{w) equi-continuous on the perimeter of R.

We modify each/ in accordance with (15.2), and denote as there the re-

sulting function by/*. Let Ae=Aeif*) be the upper bound of the difference

\f*itw) —f*iw) | for 0fktik 1. Since each/* is continuous, we can choose Ö> 1/2

depending on /* and tending to 1 with sufficient rapidity from below, to en-

sure that A«(/*) —>0 as/* describes the sequence of modified functions.

Writing Fiw) =/*(0w) for w in R, we see that it follows from (15.2) that

the surfaces x = Fiw) have intrinsic area (and indeed Banach area) less than

TV. We denote by F the modification of each F in accordance with (20.2),

whose requirements are now satisfied by the sequence of representations

x = Fiw), and we define a further sequence of functions / by writing

fiw) = Fiw/6)    when   ] w | sí 0,  | v | Sí 0,        fiw) = /*(w) otherwise.

Since the functions F are equi-continuous in R, we easily verify that the same

is true of the functions /. Moreover we find that each / coincides with the

corresponding / outside an open subset of R on which the classical area of

x = f(w) is less than eTV+a, where e, a are at our disposal.

This completes the proof.

24. We now combine the result just proved with (13.1) and we observe

that if the function/, in the statement of (13.1), is made to describe a se-

quence, and the corresponding surfaces x=/(w) have no asymptotic split

boundary-curve, then neither have the basic surfaces a =g(w) derived from

them. We thus obtain, at the cost of strengthening the hypotheses con-

cerning the boundary-curves, a theorem valid for surfaces of finite Lebesgue-

Fréchet area which need not be Dirichlet surfaces:

(24.1) A sequence of surfaces whose Lebesgue-Fréchet areas are bounded and

whose boundary-curves are unsplit and tend to a closed curve which is no asymp-
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totic split boundary-curve   (or,  in  particular, with simple boundary-curves

tending to a simple closed curve) is quasi-compact.
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